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 Throughout the past couple of decades video games have become a popular medium in 

society. The gaming industry continues to thrive, generating billions of dollars and players. 

While gaming grows with new technologies and concepts, criticisms regarding cultural issues in 

gaming emerge as well. One of the concerns coming to surface involves the place of females in 

gaming. Traditional gender ideology has molded gender differences in the views of, participation 

in, and content of video games. These differences are upheld by the way females are portrayed 

and excluded in gaming spaces, activities and content. 

 Traditional gender ideology has been prevalent throughout history and still exists today. 

It originates from biological essentialism, which is the nature-over-nurture view that men and 

women have different biologically determined natures which attribute to different characteristics, 

skills, areas of interests and societal roles between the sexes (Sullivan 186). Females are 

generally portrayed as weak, gentle and submissive, with the role of a domestic caretaker; males 

are typically portrayed as strong, aggressive and powerful, with much different roles and skills 

than women. Even those who oppose biological essentialism acknowledge that these gender 

differences exist, though due to the effects of socially constructed gender differences (Sullivan 

187). Various forms of media seem to uphold these classic gender roles, whether subconsciously 

or aware. Cultivation theory explains this argument of nurture-over-nature, supporting that 

continual, repeated exposure to media over a significant period of time gradually shapes people’s 

views of society (Harris 34). “A child can be most easily colonized by the gender-specific 

notions of his or her culture,” remarks Russell Banks in “Bambi: A Boy’s Story.” Banks explores 

how childhood entertainment, specifically Disney movies, impacts children by molding sex-
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specific mindsets. For example, most Disney female characters are passive, pretty princesses in 

need of rescuing, while most Disney male protagonists play a heroic fighter role (2). According 

to cultivation theory, these influences instill stereotypical gender ideology. 

 Whether nature or nurture attribute to the traditional gender ideology prevalent in media, 

it can be agreed that video games are typically viewed as a masculine activity in society. Yet, a 

number of studies have found that a significant number of females play digital games on a 

regular basis. The Entertainment Software Association reported in 2008 that 40 percent of video 

game players are female—a statistic that does not match up with the societal view of gaming as a 

masculine activity (3). Jo Bryce, Jason Rutter and Cath Sullivan offer some explanations for this 

societal view in a chapter on gender in the book Understanding Digital Games. One of these 

explanations revolves around the space and time constraints that females face, which arise from 

traditional gender roles in the home. Researchers have observed that many media areas in 

households tend to be perceived as more “male areas” compared to those of the kitchen and 

bedroom, which tend to be perceived as more “female areas”. Additionally, research finds that 

women still spend more time on domestic labor than men do. “Recent data indicates that 

adoption of technologies such as microwaves, dishwashers, tumble driers and freezers has not 

reduced the amount of female domestic labor (although they do for males).” Women working 

outside the home are only challenged with the need to meet demands of both job-related and 

household work. Employed females in the United States spend about an hour more per day on 

household activities and taking care of household members, according to the American Time Use 

Survey, which results from the US Department of Labor’s 2003 figures support (193). So, as the 

authors point out, women may be less inclined to spend leisure time in the household playing 

video games due to space and time constraints. One of the non-gamer females interviewed in a 
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study by Pam Royse et al. made a comment that reflects how these space and time constraints 

make females feel less inclined to play games: 

 Women usually have more things to do. I mean, let’s face it, they’re out there working. 
Not only do [women] work outside of the home, but then they come in and have to make 
dinner, do the laundry, get the kids ready for school the next day...They don’t have any 
time for games much less for themselves, to do things they wanna do. (Kathy) 

 
As the Royse et al. state what the authors of Understanding Digital Games are saying, “The 

[female] non-gamer’s time is configured in relation to their established gender roles and 

responsibilities” (570). 

 Video game content attributes toward the societal view of video games as a “masculine 

activity,” and the content itself helps uphold that view. “The content, themes and style of digital 

games, in general, are strongly gendered as masculine,” and females are often stereotypically 

depicted and excluded in games (Sullivan 196). Take Counter-Strike (CS) for example, a popular 

modern war based first-person shooter that consists of a team of terrorists verses a team of 

counter-terrorists. An assortment of graphical player models is available for each gamer to 

choose from: all are male. The graphic bodies and faces are physically masculine, and the 

programmed radio commands are vocally masculine. Considering CS was developed in the late 

1990’s and has released multiple updated versions since the initial launch, one cannot help but 

wonder why the developers would not include the option to play as a female soldier. This is a 

pattern found among many games—especially “masculine games” that are characterized by 

themes are war, competition or sports and involve aggression or violence (Sullican 196). In 

competitive WWII games like Call of Duty, it makes sense not to include female soldiers 

because that would be historically incorrect, consequently taking away from the game’s 

credibility. However, developers of modern and future based war games either assumed that 

females would not want to play a competitive war based game, or that females would not fit the 
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role of a soldier. It may not legally disallow females from playing these games, but it socially 

dissuades them. When females actually do give these games a try, the selection of only male 

graphical models subliminally tells them a message: “Females don’t belong here.”  

 A plethora of research has consistently concluded that males appear more frequently in 

games than females do, and when females do appear, they are more likely to be in secondary 

roles than primary ones (Williams et al. 817, 824). Furthermore, when females are included in 

game content, they often are represented in ways which reflect stereotypical gender ideology. 

Female video game characters are frequently sexualized, as an interviewee of the Women in 

games study remarked: “Anytime you have a female fighter, she’s got like huge breasts and a flat 

stomach and long legs and it’s always [an] exact outfit you’ll never see in real life. It’s all, like, 

glorified” ( Royse et al. 567). They are often also portrayed as “the damsel in distress,” or in 

some inferior, traditionally gender-specific role (Sullivan 197). For example, the game 

development company Ubisoft wanted to reach the female audience by creating a video game 

series designed specifically for young girls. Alas, Imagine Babyz® and Imagine™ Master Chef 

were included in Ubisoft’s Imagine™ series. Imagine Babyz® is a “simulation game focused on 

caring for babies.” In Imagine™ Master Chef, players cook recipes and “can customize their 

kitchens with utensils” (“Ubisoft”). Just like Disney movies starring female characters with 

stereotypical gender roles, Banks and other cultivation theorists would most likely agree that 

these Imagine™ games are teaching girls that their purpose is to care for a household and nurture 

babies (Paragraph 2). “The presence (or absence) of a set of images in media causes a set of 

impressions in viewers (or players) through well-studied cognitive mechanisms” (Williams et al. 

819). Hence, the exclusion of females and stereotypically gender-specific content in video games 

helps preserve the absence and misplacement of females in gaming. 
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 Game designer Sheri Graner Ray explains how women dislike when female game 

characters are sexualized or portrayed as victims rather than heroes, even though that is how they 

tend to be portrayed in games anyway (Peterson 7). It is interesting to note that the entire gaming 

industry workforce is only 10 percent women (International Game Developers Association 12). 

Yet, games like the Imagine™ series are being designed specifically for females. The virtual 

census study points out that “the number of female characters [in the study] (15%) comes much 

closer to the number of female gamemakers (10%) than the number of female players (40%)” 

(Williams et al. 830). Perhaps more female say in game content would help satisfy the gender 

related criticisms in gaming. “Part of the solution to the disconnect between what games offer 

girls and what girls want is to diversify game design teams,” says Mia Consalvo, who studies 

females in gaming (Peterson 7). Organizations such as Women in Games strive to resolve such 

gender issues in gaming, but change may not successful until the gaming workforce 

demographically evolves. 

 Some gender issues in gaming won’t be resolved until the players evolve too, though. 

Stereotypical gender roles in gaming are not only upheld by the content of games, but also by 

gamers themselves—both male and female. Rather than viewing all gamers equally, females are 

specifically labeled “girl gamers” and are often stereotyped. A black-and-white Barbie-or-

tomboy assumption exists towards “girl gamers” because people expect them to fulfill the 

stereotypical gender role of a female, like the passive, pretty Disney princesses Banks describes, 

or to be the complete opposite. The Women in games study touches upon this subject. The 

researchers categorized the subjects into three categories: power users, moderate users and non-

users (all referring to female adults’ video game usage). The authors noted how non-users tended 

to reflect rather conservative, traditional gender ideological views. Conversely, power users took 
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pride in maintaining traditionally feminine aspects such as long finger nails and sexy 

appearances, and combining them the typically “masculine” aspects in games such as 

competition and war themes (Royse et al.). Contrary to the “girl gamer” stereotypes, female 

gamers do not fit one of the gender polarizations of “masculine” or “feminine.” 

 I came across an opinion article titled “The Top 7... Girl gamer stereotypes” on a gaming 

culture website. While the entire article mocked the concept of females in gaming, I found a 

rather overlooked detail most offensive and upsetting. Each of the seven stereotypes listed 

contains two consistent points answered, one of which is “How they get attention” (Wilde 1). 

Another reason why “girl gamer” stereotypes exist is because so many male gamers feel 

resentment towards female gamers. They feel that the females are only gaming to gain extra 

attention. Many female gamers do exhibit behavior which demonstrates a desire for attention, 

such as circulating risqué pictures in gaming communities or flirting over online gaming. This 

kind of behavior only damages the reputation of all female gamers, causing other gamers to not 

take them seriously and resent their outcry for attention. 

 On the other hand, multitudes of female gamers receive undesired attention and special 

treatment all the time. Peterson states it perfectly (6): 

 Male players are generally more willing to guide, teach and help female avatars and to 
give them valuable gifts. But female avatars are also more likely to be targets of verbal 
harassment, flirtation, surveillance and endless efforts to determine the player’s real 
gender and age.  

 
As a female who has been a “power user” for ten years now, I’ve personally experienced it all. 

As the minority, we are an easy target to subject. Many male gamers will sexually harass us, hit 

on us, and even threaten us. These guys make it clear that they want their male-dominated world 

to be a male-only world. I’ll never forget the first time I felt a true wrath of sexism from a male 

gamer, when I was eleven years old. I was playing in a public Counter-Strike server without 
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receiving any attention other than the occasional “good job” from teammates. This behavior 

changed when I called an enemy’s position over voice chat. Suddenly, a deep voice yelled vulgar 

insults that I was then too young to understand, and demanded, “Get back in the kitchen where 

you belong!” Then I was banned from the server. Multitudes of these stories exist, and after 

years of dealing with these guys, I can only laugh. Such behavior towards females enforces the 

mentality of male superiority—their need to act as the boss and force females to maintain their 

classic stereotypical gender roles—and demonstrates the struggle for males to maintain that 

power. Because there are no physical limitations in gaming, female gamers equally as skilled as 

male gamers are a threat to the custom of male dominance. Royse et al. highlights that “power 

users” love playing video games because it “permits them to challenge gender norms” (564). 

 Not all male gamers demonstrate a need for male superiority, but they almost all exhibit 

behavior reflecting an aspect of the stereotypical gender role of a male. Sometimes I use unisex 

aliases and disable my microphone in game so that I could just let players assume I am male. The 

disrespect isn’t what drives me to do this though; it’s the effusive respect. Worse than being 

harassed is being pampered (in my opinion), and I’ve discussed this with numerous other female 

gamers who agree. We don’t want to be told “nice try” after every time we die, even when we 

are running around with shotguns clearly not trying. We don’t want to be told “nice shot” after 

every kill we make, even if they took entire clips of ammo. We don’t want our opponents to go 

easy on us or purposely miss their shots. We don’t want our teammates to be our human shields 

or follow us around for cover. Many male gamers change this way with the presence of females 

because they feel the need to fulfill their stereotypical gender roles as chivalrous, heroic men 

here to serve and protect the helpless, feeble women. 
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 Gamers like me also criticize the concept of female-only gaming teams in e-sports—or 

competitive video gaming in which gamers form teams and compete in leagues and tournaments. 

E-sports may seem like a gender equal opportunity in gaming because it permits males and 

females to compete. It may seem even more egalitarian because competitive gaming does not 

require any physical limitations which females biologically lack, like in sports. Yet, some well-

established professional gaming teams will specifically seek out female gamers to form a female 

division. This unnecessary segregation encourages female gamers to seek out competitive 

female-only teams, and prevents females from being recruited onto the “main” team of males. 

The “main” teams make the most money by winning the most tournaments. Female-only teams 

compromise the overall quality of the team because there are much less players to recruit from, 

and thus much less skilled players to recruit. Developing female-only teams thus minimizes their 

opportunity for success, sacrificing their chances at winning the higher amounts of money and 

prizes. Therefore, the opportunity for females to compete in e-sports is actually not equal to the 

male opportunity, even though they both have “pro” titles. 

 It is likely that competitive gaming teams create female-only divisions with intentions to 

market the rarity and sex appeal of competitive female gamers. They utilize the female players to 

achieve exposure for the team as a whole. Even completely female teams like “PMS Clan” or 

Ubisoft’s “Frag Girls” run their teams more like businesses, magnetically bringing in sponsors, 

attention and revenue. Female-only teams generally attract a significantly greater amount of 

spectators, fans, press and sponsorships than other teams. Female teams and divisions seem to be 

more interested in the publicity gained than the matches won by the all-female divisions. So in 

this sense too, competitive female gamers participating in these teams are not actually presented 
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with the same opportunity as their male counterparts; they are simply perceived and used as a 

marketing gimmick to make their owners more money. 

 Gender differences exist in gaming on multiple levels. Stemming from traditional gender 

ideology, gaming is typically viewed as a “masculine” activity, maintained as a “male activity,” 

and full of content reflecting traditional gender ideology. The way females are often excluded 

and stereotypically depicted in games only further cultivates traditional gender ideology, 

upholding those beliefs and segregating women from gaming. Rather than accepting females as 

fellow gamers, they are separately classified as “girl gamers” and falsely stereotyped. Even in 

aspects of gaming such as e-sports, which may seem equal among the sexes, gender differences 

which put females down still exist. Gaming continues to grow with new technologies, concepts 

and applications, but the issue of gender differences in gaming will not be resolved until the 

workforce and social attitudes in gaming evolve.  
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